
1. Please answer questions based on the text provided 

გთხოვთ გასცეთ პასუხები კითხვებს, მოცემულ ტექსტზე დაყრდნობით 

The best things about paper airplanes are that they allow you to be creative and that paper is easily 

accessible. You can use any type of paper even the newspaper. That allows you to try lots of things 

and see what happens - opening the door to creativity and seeing science fly. 

Newspaper is most likely the most produced paper product on Earth, but few paper airplanes are 

made of it. You are about to change that. Together we are combining the world’s most popular paper 

with the world’s most common paper airplane - the Dart. Follow the folding directions and make a 

great paper airplane. 

There are a few secrets to making a paper airplane that flies well. People tend to focus on the folding 

pattern and the throw. These two things are important, but often the fine-tuning adjustments are 

overlooked. 

Adjustment 1: Bend the back edge of the wing up a little bit; this prevents nose dives. Just pinch the 

back edge between your fingertips and bend upward to create a small flap. The amount varies plane 

to plane; you have to watch its flight and bend up more if your plane dives and reduce the amount if 

it climbs too much. 

Adjustment 2: The wingtips should be higher than the middle of the airplane, just like on real 

airplanes and birds. This is called dihedral, and it keeps the plane from entering a death spiral and 

helps it fly better also. 

1) What kind of material can a person use in order to create the paper airplane? 

A) Any type of material B) Creative materials            C) Any type of paper 

2) What does the writer incline to change in the second paragraph?  

A) Ways of creating newspaper B) Quantity of airplanes produced by newspapers  

C) Popularity of newspapers 

3) What is the main idea of the third paragraph?  

A) People focus on the folding pattern and throw B) Some secrets may be used to make a better 

airplane C) Only two things are important for the airplane to fly well 

 



4) What will happen if you change the edge of the wing?  

A) Its nose will dive  B) Its nose won’t dive   C) Changes won’t affect the airplane 

5) What does “dihedral” mean in the last paragraph of the text?  

A) It is the name of the airplane, which can fly well  B) It is a type of death spiral on the airplane   

C) It is the process when wingtips are higher than the middle of airplane 

2. Choose the correct form of the verb 

შეარჩიეთ ზმნის სწორი ფორმა  

6) David is very good at … news for the local newspaper.    

A) reading  B) writing  C) write 

7) Our cash machine doesn’t always … credit cards to check if there is some money on my account.  

A) provide             B) accept C) save 

8) Garry is not feeling well, because of the car accident. Can you please … him?  

A) tell       B) sense C) comfort 

9) We … some food, before the rain started.  

A) eat  B) ate  C) had eaten 

 

3. Find the word based on their meaning  

იპოვეთ სიტყვა მისი განმარტებიდან გამომდინარე 

10) The action of officially allowing someone to do something   

A) permission   B) chance  C) ability 

11) Easily annoyed because of someone’s mistakes or because of waiting   

A) annoying   B) opinionated  C) impatient 

12) Able to be easily moved or carried around 

A) portable   B) portal  C) partial 

 



4. Choose the Correct Answer 

აირჩიეთ სწორი პასუხი 

Using computer technology is 13)… of the most important aspects of the modern life. 14)… people 

have computers at work and even on holiday. It is now 15)… to connect with people around the 

world and do 16)… without even being present physically.  

13) A) two  B) some C) one 

14) A) Ancient B) Much C) Modern 

15) A) usable B) easiest C) possible 

16) A) sale  B) business C) responsibility 


